. The plasmonic cloaking technique has been successfully implemented for cloaking a dipole antenna from the surrounding without deteriorating its receiving capabilities [6] . Another technique of to use non-magnetic non-resonant inclusions of ring resonators for achieving scattering reduction [7] [8] . The main disadvantage of plasmonic cloaking is that increasing the size of the target increases its visibility due to the presence of higher order multipoles. In order to overcome the above disadvantage, Alu et al. proposed the mantle cloaking technique which is easier to realize and have low losses [9] [10] [11] [12] . The theory of mantle cloaking is to tune the surface reactance offered by the metasurface, to suppress scattering from the target. Mantle cloaking is an efficient technique for cloaking of antennas in the microwave regime [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . The same group has achieved cloaking for orthogonal TE and TM polarisations using non-resonant grids [19] . Meanwhile, Tretyakov et al. utilised the concept of waveguiding using parallel metallic cylinders for effectively guiding the electromagnetic waves impinging upon the cloak boundary to achieve broadband cloaking [20] [21] . Transmission-line networks could also be used to cloak metallic cylinders [22] . Experimental realisations of electromagnetic cloaking at optical wavelengths are well known [23] [24] . The different topological aspects and classifications of metamaterial cloaking are already available in review reports [25] [26] .
In this paper, we report a cylindrical cloaking scheme using dogbone metamaterials in the microwave frequency range. The dogbone metamaterials and the cut-wire pairs are alternatives of the split ring resonator-wire pair arrays, for obtaining negative refractive index behaviour [27] [28] . The dogbone structure can be reconfigured to operate in the absorption and left handed modes by controlling the electric and magnetic polarizabilities induced on the structure for normal incidence [29] . In this study, we have arranged the dogbone plates in a manner similar to the parallel plate cloaking model proposed by Engheta [4] [5] . In Engheta's model, the structure effectively acts as a negative permittivity layer which reflects the incoming electromagnetic waves with opposite phase as compared to the dielectric shell. For the artificial dielectric inclusions like the parallel plate medium, the surface currents on the Monostatic measurement is done with the receiving and transmitting horn antennas placed at ϕ=90 0 along the azimuth plane.The measured and simulated reflectance of the structure normalised with the uncloaked reference cylinder for normal incidence is shown in Fig.3 (a) . The structure shows a reduction in scattered power of the order of -20 dB as compared to the uncloaked scenario corresponding to the resonance centered at 2.52 GHz. 
GHz, (d) bistatic scattered power with and without cloak at 2.7 GHz
The small mismatches in experiment and simulation are accounted due to the fabrication tolerances. Bistatic scattering measurements have been performed on the structure with the receiving horn antenna placed at various angles along the azimuth plane. The results of the bistatic scattering measurements for three different frequencies are summarised in Fig. 3 (b) to (d) . The solid black line shows the scattered power from the uncloaked target and is taken as the reference target. Fig. 3(b) shows the scattered power at the resonant frequency. It is seen that along the boresight (ϕ=90 0 ), the scattered power is reduced to -20 dB at the resonant frequency. The scattered power is considerably reduced for all other receiving angles and hence the cloaked target becomes undetectable from the scattering measurements. For all the azimuth angles, scattered power reduction better than -10 dB is observed at the resonant frequency. Fig. 3 (c) and (d) shows the bistatic scattered power at two non-resonant frequencies 2.3 GHz and 2.7 GHz respectively. For most of the receiving angles, the scattered power is comparable as that of the uncloaked cylinder at 2.3 GHz. For 2.7 GHz, high scattering is observed and it can be easily detected from scattering measurements.
In order to have a better understanding of the scattering characteristics of the structure, simulated scattering patterns are taken in the CST computational domain and are depicted in fig. 4 . Fig. 4(a) shows the Scattering Cross Section (SCS) of the cloaked and uncloaked metallic cylinder. It is seen that for a broad frequency range, the scattering gain (the ratio of SCS's for the cloaked and uncloaked scenario) is less than one, and at the resonant frequency (2.52 GHz), the curve shows a gradual dip. Minimum scattering is observed at this frequency from the target. 
Conclusions:
The experimental realization of a microwave cylindrical cloaking scheme using dogbone metamaterial layers is proposed. The dogbone layer efficiently routes the incoming electromagnetic wave around the target and an almost steady flow of electromagnetic power is observed within the computational domain. The cloaking scheme is experimentally validated and proved that a very low scattering is observed around the target at the resonant frequency.
The cloaking effectiveness is also confirmed using the antenna radiation pattern measurement techniques in an anechoic chamber. 
